Grain width (10-grains) T424×T419   T424×T420   T424×T442   T424×T444   T424×T445   T424×T447   T424×T448   T424×T451   T424× T463   T434×T413   12   13   14   15   16   17   18   19   20   21   22   T435×T413   T438×T413   T432×T416   T433×T416   T434×T416   T435×T416   T433×T443   T434×T443   T431×T452   T432×T452   T434×T452   23   24   25   26   27   28   29   30   31   32   33   T433×T453   T434×T453   T435×T453   T437×T453   T438×T453   T434×T455   T435×T455   T437×T455   T434×T456   T434×T456   T433×T469 * : See Table S11 for the names of autotetraploid rice lines Table 11 for the names of autotetraploid rice lines.
